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Abstract—Location distinction is defined as de-
termining when a device has changed its position.
Previous work [4], [8] has shown that a wireless
network can be exploited to successfully perform
location distinction by measuring the characteristics
of the SISO radio channel between the wireless device
and one or more receivers. We propose methods
and metrics for MIMO-based location distinction.
Using a large set of MIMO channel measurements,
we show that location distinction can be successfully
applied to a MIMO channel. The accuracy of MIMO-
based location distinction improves as the number of
antennas in the MIMO array is increased. In particu-
lar, a 2x2 MIMO channel demonstrates a significant
performance improvement over the SISO channel,
achieving, for example, a 0.0004 probability of false
alarm for a 0.0001 probability of missed detection.
The very high reliability of location distinction in
MIMO enables location distinction systems to detect
the change in position of a transmitter even when
using only one receiver.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Location distinction is defined as determining
when a device changes its position. In the context
of a wireless network, this means detecting when
a transmitter changes its position via information
gathered at one or more receivers. Location distinc-
tion is fundamentally different from localization, in
that location distinction is not concerned with the
position of the transmitter, but only whether or not
it has moved. It has been shown that characteristics
of the channel impulse response (CIR) of a wireless
link can be exploited to detect these movements [4].
In Section II-C, we define somelink signatures to
quantify the characteristics of the CIR of a wireless
channel. The effects of multipath on these link
signatures constitute identifying information that
can be exploited by a location distinction algorithm,
while the accuracy of a typical localization scheme

is reduced by the presence of multipath.
The ability to perform location distinction pro-

vides several benefits, including an improved ca-
pability to monitor the positions of radio-tagged
objects, better energy conservation in radio localiza-
tion systems, and a means to detect impersonation
attacks in wireless networks.

Active radio frequency identification (RFID) tags
can be used to monitor the position of objects
for security purposes. If many objects need to be
monitored, as may be the case in a warehouse,
there is an advantage to focusing resources on only
the objects which are moving. Location distinction
offers a means to determine whether or not an
object is being moved without the use of additional
hardware, such as an accelerometer. This informa-
tion can be used to allocate other security resources.

Additionally, in typical radio localization
schemes, the position of an object may be
calculated continuously. If the object is stationary,
continuous localization is unnecessary and
constitutes a waste of energy and other resources.
Adding location distinction to the localization
scheme allows for the elimination of these
redundant measurements, thereby increasing the
energy efficiency of such systems.

In an impersonation attack, the attacker tries to
impersonate a legitimate user by identifying itself
using the legitimate user’s MAC-address or other
distinguishing information [1]. In these sitiuations,
location distinction can be utilized to determine
whether or not an attack has occurred. Typically,
the attacker will be transmitting from a different
location than the legitimate user. The link signature
associated with the attacker’s transmission is likely
to be very different from that of the legitimate user,
because even small changes in position can produce
large variations in the multipath CIR.



Real-time location distinction is performed by
keeping a FIFO history of previous link signatures
and measuring the minimum distance between the
link signatures in the history and the most recent
link signature. This minimum distance is compared
to a threshold, which is defined based on the
receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve asso-
ciated with the algorithm. If the distance is greater
than the threshold, an alarm is raised, indicating that
the receiver has changed position since the last link
signature was measured. If the distance is less than
the threshold, no alarm is raised, and we continue
to measure link signatures. For reasons discussed
in II, it is also beneficial to insert a delay between
measuring the link signatures and inserting them
into the history. Figure 1 shows a diagram of the
location distinction process.

In addition to traditional sources of noise in the
wireless channel, we must consider that the link
signatures we measure will show some variation
which is independent of receiver movement. This
additional “noise” stems from temporal variations
in the multipath channel, such as doors opening
and closing or people moving around. We must
distinguish between these temporal variations and
receiver movement in order to perform location
distinction.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we describe the data sets used to test our location
distinction algorithm, the link signatures used to
characterize the MIMO channel, and the metrics
used to measure the difference between successive
link signatures. In Section III, we present a frame-
work for testing the MIMO location distinction
algorithm. In Section IV, we present testing and
analysis results for the MIMO location distinction
algorithm and compare these results to those of a
similar SISO algorithm. In Section V, we discuss
previous work related to location distinction. Our
conclusions are presented in Section VI, and some
ideas for future work are presented in Section VII.

II. M ETHODS

In this section, we describe a real-time location
distinction algorithm. We then describe the the
MIMO channel data gathered by Wallace et al. [7],
which we use to evaluate the location distinction
algorithm. We also describe the link signatures we
use to identify the state of the MIMO multipath
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Fig. 1. Location Distinction Process

channel at a given time and the metrics used to
determine the difference between recent link signa-
tures and the link signature history.

A. Real-time Location Distinction

A real-time location distinction algorithm is de-
fined by the following steps:

1) Measure the current link signature.
2) Calculate the minimum distanceE between

the current link signature and the link signa-
tures in the FIFO historyH.

3) Compare the minimum distanceE to a
thresholdγ. If E > γ, raise an alarm to
indicate that the receiver has moved since the
last link signature was measured. IfE < γ,
do not raise an alarm, thereby indicating that
the receiver has not moved since the last link
signature was measured.

4) Add the current link signature to a FIFO
delay buffer and add the oldest link signature
in the delay buffer to the FIFO historyH.

5) Return to step 1.

For this paper, the algorithm above must be
adapted for use in post-processing, because we ap-
ply it to previously collected data. This adaptation
is described in Section III.

B. MIMO Data

The MIMO channel data used in this paper is
collected using an 8 x 8 MIMO channel sounder
[7]. For this data set, a multi-tone baseband signal
is mixed with a carrier frequency of 2.55 GHz
and transmitted to a stationary and a moving re-
ceiver. The transmitter is stationary for these mea-
surements. The multi-tone signal is constructed as
follows:

xCB(t) =
39∑
i=0

ej(2πfit+θi) (1)



where
fi = (i + 0.5)MHz (2)

and θi is a fixed random phase shift between 0
and π included for each tone in order to spread
the signal energy in time [3]. The signalxCB(t)
is multiplied by a Gaussian window to combat
artifacts generated by switching the signal on and
off.

The transmitter and receiver use uniform circular
antenna arrays, as in Figure 2. These arrays have
a nominal element spacing ofλ/2 (where λ is
the wavelength) and are well synchronized in both
carrier frequency and phase. The wideband channel
frequency responsêH(fi) for each antenna pair is
computed by dividing the Fourier transform of the
measured signal by the Fourier transform of the
known transmit signal and separating the results
into bins which correspond to the tones in the
transmitted signal. The wideband channel impulse
response is calculated as

ĥ(t) = F−1{Ĥ(f)} (3)

Channel measurements are collected at 8 different
receiver locations on a single floor of an office
building. In the cases where the receiver is moving,
it moves with a speed of 31.75 cm/sec. At each
receiver location, between 390 and 585 measure-
ments are made. Figure 3 shows the locations of
the transmitter and receivers for a subset of these
measurements. The circled numbers represent the
first three receiver positions. The arrows represent
the orientation of the receiver when it is static and
the direction of movement for the case when it is
moving.

The data set of [7] provides a unique ability to
evaluate location distinction, but it is not identical
the proposed use cases for location distinction.
First, in [7], the receiver is in motion while the
transmitter is stationary. We discussed in Section
I applications which detect a moving transmitter
using stationary receivers. However, the reciprocity
of the radio channel [6] allows us to use the
measurements as they are.

In the measurements made with a moving re-
ceiver, the multi-tone probe is sent every 3.2 ms,
or given the receiver speed of 31.75 cm/sec, each
1.016 mm. This provides the opportunity to study
very dense (in time and space) link signatures. It is
beneficial in the case of such dense measurements

Fig. 2. Diagram of antenna array. The transmitter and receiver
use identical arrays.

Fig. 3. Diagram of a subset of the BYU measurement
campaign. Circled numbers represent the receiver locations for
individual measurement sets. DO or DC indicate door open or
door closed, respectively.

to add a “delay” to simulate the case when the most
resent link signature in the history was measured
further in the past. As we show in Section IV, the
performance of location distinction improves when
this delay is increased, or equivalently, the current
location is further from the location of the most
recent link signature in the history set.

C. Link Signtures

We define the link signatures that we use to
characterize the multipath CIR below. The impulse
response of a time-varying multipath channel can



be written as described in [5]

h(t, τ) =

L(t)∑
l=1

αl(t)e
jφl(t)δ(τ − τl(t)) (4)

wheret is the current time,τ is the time-delay of
the impulse response,L(t) is the number of paths
in the channel,αl(t) is the gain of thelth path,
φl(t) is its phase shift, andτl(t) is its time-delay.
In the case where we observe the channel for a
duration shorter than its temporal coherence, the
impulse response can be modeled as time-invariant
and written as:

h(τ) =
L∑

l=1

αle
jφlδ(τ − τl) (5)

For the MIMO channel measurements used in this
paper, a multi-tone probe with a bandwidth of 80
MHz is used to characterize the CIR. The resulting
band-limited version of the CIR measured between
the ith transmitter antenna and thejth receiver
antenna can be written as

ĥi,j(τ) =
L∑

l=1

αle
jφlη(τ − τl) (6)

whereη(τ) represents the band-limited pulse corre-
sponding to the multi-tone probe defined in Equa-
tion 1. Because there are 80 tones in the multi-tone
signal, there are 80 corresponding samples in each
link signature, where the sample periodTs is 12.5
ns.

Define thenth complex temporal link signature
(CTLS) calculated for theith transmitter antenna
and thejth receiver antenna as

f
(n)
i,j = [ĥ

(n)
i,j (0), ĥ

(n)
i,j (1Ts), . . . , ĥ

(n)
i,j ((M − 1)Ts)]

(7)
where M is the number of samples.

Also define the nth temporal link signature
(TLS) calculated for theith transmitter antenna and
the jth receiver antenna as

g
(n)
i,j = [|ĥ

(n)
i,j (0)|, |ĥ

(n)
i,j (1Ts)|, . . . , |ĥ

(n)
i,j ((M−1)Ts)|]

(8)
As an example,g(1)

1,1 is presented in Figure 4.
Then we let thenth MIMO complex temporal

link signature (MIMO CTLS) be the concatenation
of the set of complex temporal link signatures mea-
sured between the firstk transmitter and receiver
antennas:

Fn
k = [f

(n)
1,1 , . . . , f

(n)
k−1,k, f

(n)
k,k ] (9)
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Fig. 4. Temporal Link Signature measured between transmit-
ter antenna 1 and receiver antenna 1

Finally, we let the nth MIMO temporal link
signature (MIMO TLS) be the concatenation of the
set of temporal link signatures measured between
the firstk transmitter and receiver antennas:

Gn
k = [g

(n)
1,1 , . . . ,g

(n)
k−1,k,g

(n)
k,k ] (10)

In order to simulate MIMO arrays of different
sizes and examine the associated performance of
our location distinction algorithm, we compile the
MIMO link signatures, as in Equations 9 and 10,
from the following subsets of the SISO link sig-
natures, CTLS and TLS, measured between the 64
transmitter/receiver antenna pairs:

1) 1x1 SISO: k = 1
2) 2x2 MIMO : k = 2
3) 4x4 MIMO : k = 4
4) 6x6 MIMO : k = 6
5) 8x8 MIMO : k = 8

The length ofFn
k andGn

k increase withk2.
At the MIMO receiver, channel measurements

are made with a periodTr. For each measurement
taken at the receiver, we calculate all of the link
signatures defined above. The number of channel
measurements varies with the receiver position. If
there aren + 1 measurements at a given receiver
location, thenth measurement is taken att = nTr,
and thenth link signatures are associated with this
measurement time.

D. Distance Metric

We define the metric for measuring the distance
between the current MIMO link signature the FIFO



history of previous MIMO link signatures below.
The FIFO historyH for the previousN MIMO
link signatures is defined as

H = {Fn
k}

N
n=1 (11)

or
H = {Gn

k}
N
n=1 (12)

depending on the MIMO link signature being used.
The distance metric is then defined as

sigEval(FN+D
k ,H) =

1

σ
min
Fk∈H

‖Fk − FN+D
k ‖ℓ2

(13)
whereσ is a normalization factor defined as

σ =
1

(N − 1)(N − 2)

∑
Fk1,Fk2∈H

‖Fk1 − Fk2‖ℓ2

(14)
andFk is replaced byGk when the MIMO TLS is
being simulated.

In Section IV, we examine various sizes for the
FIFO historyH and the delay D, changes of which
dramatically effect the detection performance of the
location distinction algorithm. The delay has the
effect of increasing the difference between the latest
link signature and those stored in the history. This is
beneficial for location distinction. The FIFO history
size is chosen to maximize the probability of detect-
ing a change in receiver position, while minimizing
the probability of misidentifying a static receiver as
a moving one.

III. FRAMEWORK FOR TESTING MIMO
L OCATION DISTINCTION

In this section, we construct a framework used to
apply the metrics described in section II-D to the
link signatures described in section II-C in order to
test the performance of MIMO location distinction.
The framework is comprised of the following steps:

1) The output of the distance metrics

EN+D
f,k = sigEval(FN+D

k ,H)

and

EN+D
g,k = sigEval(GN+D

k ,H)

are recorded for both a static and a moving
receiver at all 8 receiver starting positions.

2) We identify the probability of false alarm
PFA and probability of detectionPD for
each antenna subset in reference to a possible
distance threshold thresholdγ. We define the
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Fig. 5. ROC curves for various MIMO channels using the
MIMO TLS

null and alternate hypotheses,H0 andH1 as
follows:

H0 : Receiver is static
H1 : Receiver is moving

We treatEN+D
f,k andEN+D

g,k as random vari-
ables and denote their conditional density
functions under the two events above as
fE(x|H0) and fE(x|H1). The EN+D

f,k and
EN+D

g,k for a static and moving receiver
are used to characterize thefE(x|H0) and
fE(x|H1) respectively. We calculatePFA and
PD as:

PFA =

∫
∞

x=γ

fE(x|H0)dx

PD =

∫
∞

x=γ

fE(x|H1)dx

The framework described above is an adaptation
of the real-time location distinction algorithm to a
post-processing algorithm suitable for testing on the
MIMO data set. Instead of comparing the results of
the distance metricE to a thresholdγ, we collect
these distances and perform some analysis on them
to determine the performance of location distinction
in the context of a MIMO channel.
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Fig. 6. ROC curves for various MIMO channels using the
MIMO CTLS
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Fig. 7. Static single antenna pair link signature over time
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Fig. 8. Moving single antenna pair link signature over time

IV. RESULTS

Figure 10 shows the performance of our MIMO
CTLS for the case whenk = 8 and increasing
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Fig. 9. Empirical distributions ofEf,8 for static and moving
receiver
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Fig. 10. MIMO CTLS ROC for various history sizes

history sizes. In this case the best performance
corresponds to a history containing 15 previous link
signatures. As the history buffer gets larger, the
probability that it contains a signature similar to
the most recent signature increases and so does the
probability of missing a detection. If the history
buffer gets much smaller, this probability gets much
lower and we risk having more false alarms.

Figure 11 shows the performance of our MIMO
TLS for the case whenk = 8 and increasing
values of delay D. It is clear from this figure
that the performance improves as the delay is
increased. However, in a real-time location distinc-
tion algorithm, this delay represents the minimum
delay between a change in receiver location and
the detection thereof. We chose a delay of 40
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Fig. 11. MIMO TLS ROC for various delay values

measurements, because higher values showed only
minimal improvement. A delay of 40 measurements
corresponds to a time-delay of 128 ms, or a spatial
distance of 40.64 cm.

As mentioned previously, we are concerned with
how well we can identify receiver movement. As
expected, the link signatures measured for the cases
where the receiver is moving vary much more over
time than those measured for the cases involving
a static receiver. For example, Figures 7 and 8
show the link signatures measured for the SISO
subset (k = 1), at the same location, for a static
and a moving receiver respectively. For the 8x8
MIMO case (k = 8), the same result can be
seen by examining the empirical distributions of
the distance metric results as shown in Figure 9.
Clearly the average measuredE is much higher
in the case where the receiver is moving. The
data for this figure come from the 8x8 MIMO
CTLS measurements, but higher mean distances are
measured for the moving receiver for all values of
k, for both MIMO TLS and MIMO CTLS.

The results show that as the size of the MIMO
antenna array is increased, the performance of the
location distinction algorithm improves. Figure 5
shows the ROC curve constructed from the dis-
tances calculated using the MIMO TLS. Figure 6
shows the ROC curve constructed from the dis-
tances calculated using the MIMO CTLS. The trend
in both of these figures is toward better location
distinction performance with the increase in size of
the MIMO antenna array. The accuracy of location

distinction is shown to increase with the addi-
tional information represented in the MIMO link
signatures. The most drastic improvement occurs
in the change from a SISO (k = 1) channel to
a 2x2 MIMO (k = 2) channel. In comparing
figures 5 and 6, it is also apparent that the MIMO
CTLS and its associated distance metric leads to
better performance than the MIMO TLS. Table I
shows the improvement of the location distinction
algorithm in a 2x2 MIMO channel over the SISO
channel, as well as the improvement of the MIMO
CTLS metric over the MIMO TLS metric.

TABLE I
PFA FOR PD = 0.999

k MIMO TLS MIMO CTLS CTLS/TLS
PFA PFA Improvement

1 0.0464 0.0065 ≈ 7x
2 0.0059 0.0004 ≈ 14x

k=1/k=2 ≈ 8x ≈ 16x

V. RELATED WORK

In this paper we set out to adapt some previously
used techniques for performing location distinc-
tion to a MIMO channel. The papers discussed
in this section have contributed to this work in
different aspects. The most closely related work
is that of Patwari et al. [4] and Zhang et al. [8].
In these two papers, a temporal link signature
is defined to be used in the context of multiple
receivers/transmitters and then refined to include
phase information as follows.

The nth sampled link signature measurement at
receiverj from transmitteri is

h
(n)
i,j = [|h(n)(0)|, . . . , |h(n)((M − 1)Ts)|]

T (15)

whereTs is the sampling period at the receiver and
M is the number of samples. The previousN − 1

signatures are stored asHi,j = {h
(n)
i,j }

N−1
n=1 . The

metric for measuring the distance between the most
recent signatureh(N) and those in the historyHi,j

is defined as

sigEval(h(N),Hi,j) =
1

σi,j
min

h∈Hi,j

‖h − h(N)‖ℓ2

(16)
whereσi,j is the normalization factor,

σi,j =
1

(N − 1)(N − 2)

∑
g,h∈Hi,j

‖h − g‖ℓ2 (17)



In [8] a complex temporal link signature is de-
fined as

h
(n)
i,j = [h(n)(0), . . . , h(n)((M − 1)Ts)]

T (18)

This allows for the exploitation of the phase infor-
mation in the CIR. However, not all of the phase
information represented by the link signature is due
to the channel. Some phase shifts occur due to
a lack of time and/or frequency synchronization
between the transmitter and receiver. The distance
between two link signatures which minimizes the
contribution of random phase shifts corresponds to

||g − h||φ2
= ||g‖2 + ‖h‖2 − 2‖g∗h‖ (19)

It is not necessary to apply (19) in this paper,
because the data from [7] is phase synchronous,
making phase correction unnecessary.

In [2], Li et al. propose some of the underlying
ideas of this work, namely, that characteristics of
the radio channel (rapid de-correlation in space,
time, and frequency) can be exploited to secure
wireless networks. They offer methods of prob-
ing the channel in order to determine, based on
the channel gains between transmitters and re-
ceivers, whether or not communications are coming
from an authentic user or a would-be attacker.
They also offer up the idea of using the channel
to provide secure key dissemination. Using the
USRP/GNURadio and a simple change-point detec-
tor, they show that they are able to detect a change
in the wireless link via channel gains and thereby
detect a possible spoofing attack.

In [1], Faria and Cheriton utilize similar princi-
ples in designing a method for identifying a trans-
mitter by itssignalprint, which consists of a vector
of RSS values. These RSS values are gathered
using wireless access points as sensors and a central
authentication server for cataloging and comparing
signalprints. Their results show that a stationary
transmitter will produce a fairly consistent signal-
print and thereby allow for discrimination between
authentic users and attackers whose signalprints
will vary significantly because they are located in a
different position in the multi-path fading channel.
The signalprint is limited in that it may be unable to
detect an attacker if it is located near an authentic
transmitter and broadcasting the authentic user’s
MAC address. The MIMO CTLS of this paper
and the complex temporal link signature of [8] are
approximations of the CIR for the channel that

include phase as well as gain information. This
may contribute to a more robust location distinction
algorithm and greater wireless security benefits.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper we show that techniques for location
distinction can be adapted for use in the context of a
MIMO channel. We show that a simple linearization
of the link signatures for each transmitter/receiver
antenna pair can be used to form MIMO link
signatures and that distance metrics similar to those
outlined in [4], [8] can be used to determine when
a transmitter or receiver has changed position. The
results show that the presented MIMO location
distinction framework can be used to discern a
stationary transmitter from a moving transmitter
with accuracy better than any reported in the related
literature.

We also show that the size of the antenna
array, and therefore the amount of information
available in the MIMO link signature, can make
a significant difference in the performance of the
location distinction algorithm. As the number of
transmitter/receiver antennas is increased, the ROC
for our algorithm tends to improve. This difference
in performance is especially noticeable between the
SISO case and the 2x2 MIMO case, as can be
seen in Figures 5 and 6. For a given probability
of detection, the change from SISO to 2x2 MIMO
yields as much as a factor of 16 decrease in the
false alarm rate.

Finally, we show that the complex-valued MIMO
CTLS performs better than its real-valued counter-
part, the MIMO TLS. For a given probability of
detection in the 2x2 MIMO channel, the MIMO
CTLS yields a factor of 14 decrease in the false
alarm rate when compare to the MIMO TLS. Also,
the 2x2 MIMO CTLS provides a 0.04% false alarm
rate at a 99.9% detection rate, which is much better
performance than any reported in the literature.

In [4], [8], multiple receivers were used to reduce
the false alarm rate. Using MIMO, we have shown
that lower false alarm rates are possible using a
single receiver, when the communication system
is a 2x2 MIMO system. This is a net reduction
in system complexity that may enable location
distinction in future wireless networking systems.

VII. FUTURE WORK

Despite the promising results we have shown,
more work can be done. Future work will include



gathering MIMO channel data using a setup specif-
ically designed to test the performance of location
distinction in impersonation attack scenarios. Addi-
tionally, for the purposes of this paper, processing
time is not a constraint. All of the processing is
done after the data is gathered and is therefor
allowed to take as long as necessary. It would be
beneficial for us to implement the MIMO location
distinction algorithm in real-time.
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